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Objectives
1. Raise awareness regarding the medication-taking 
experience, especially behavioral health medications, to 
challenge stigma. 

2. Give medication users, and health professionals alike, 
greater confidence as communicators with each other 
about medication issues 

3. Articulate visually the experience of mental health 
medications and the relevance of such medications 



What is Social Pharmacy?

Incorporates social implications associated with 
therapeutic and nontherapeutic uses of pharmaceutical 
preparations examined from the perspective of 
individual and group behavior and the social systems 
that exist between them.

Micro perspective: individual agency or interaction.
Macro perspective: systems and social structure. 









In the Beginning, 

Minnesota Public Health Association

https://youtu.be/5aPHIjJgHRc

Avivo ArtWorks

Me

https://vimeo.com/234772831

https://youtu.be/5aPHIjJgHRc
https://vimeo.com/234772831
























































Results: Survey-1

Anonymous, voluntary, paper-pencil, various 
item style, metal drop box, all three locations.
20 items.
Three parts

How heard about exhibit
Opinions about exhibit
Demographic items

115 surveys completed



Results: Survey-2

A few items
How interesting was exhibit?

90% extremely interested or interested
Inspired by seeing exhibit?

67% strongly agreed or agreed being inspired
Exhibit resonated with you?

83% strongly agreed or agreed
Exhibit exposed you to new perspectives?

80% strongly agreed or agreed



Results: Dialogue Board 
Ø “The risk and benefit of psychotropic meds is a 

tightrope act.”
Ø “I take away a better understanding of the impact 

of dependency on medication for survival.”
Ø “How well many people with mental health 

challenges navigate their worlds.”
Ø “I learned about the difficulty of healing.”
Ø “This show connects with my pain.” “It is okay to 

take medications.”
Ø “There is reluctance to use meds but the need to 

use them.”
Ø “Meds are necessary in some case but not the only 

answer.”
Ø “I liked the personal info on the artists and their 

experiences.”
Ø “Mental illness is an illness that doesn’t get the 

attention it deserves. Many suffer, few know!”
Ø “Art can help.”

Ø “This show reminded me that medication use is 
common.”

Ø “I learned how medications and life can be 
complicated.”

Ø “I learned that many may still struggle with taking 
meds even if they benefit from them.”

Ø “I learned how my children might view their own 
medications.”

Ø “I have a greater appreciation now, after seeing this 
show, for the need for public conversation on this 
topic.”

Ø “Mental illness is not part of my life so the shows 
made me stop and think.”

Ø “To Really See helps normalize mental health 
treatment.”

Ø “Always remember that each person’s recovery is 
unique.”






